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Abstract 

Surface decontamination methods for rejuvenating or restoring the 

biocompatibility of the contaminated titanium surfaces by the adsorption of atmospheric 

organic impurities or bacterial plaque, respectively, has investigated in the current thesis 

of studies. First of all, in study I, the effects of chemical treatment using 5% sodium 

hypochlorite (NaOCl) solution to the aged titanium surfaces, which contaminated by 

atmospheric organic impurities, were evaluated. The aged titanium disks were immersed 

in NaOCl solution for 24 hours. As a control, the disk immersed in distilled water for 24 

hours was employed. XPS assay demonstrated that the atmospheric organic impurities on 

the untreated titanium were removed and the amount of hydroxyl group was increased 

after NaOCl treatment. The NaOCl treatment substantially converted the titanium surface 

to superhydrophilic (θ< 5˚), which resulted in increasing the number of attached cells 

and enhancing the cell spreading on the NaOCl treated surfaces. These results proposed 

that bio-functionalization of the titanium surface can be achieved by treatment with 

NaOCl. 

Secondly, in study II, the cytocompatibility of experimentally contaminated 

titanium disks, using a Streptococcus gordonii biofilm, after chemical treatment with 

aqua alkaline electrolyzed water (AAEW) as an adjunctive to air-abrasive debridement 

were assessed. The contaminated disks were treated with air-abrasion and immersion in 

either 0.9% NaCl (Air + NaCl), 0.05% AAEW (Air + AAEW), or 3% H2O2 (Air + H2O2). 

The efficacy of biofilm removal, magnitude of initial cytocompatibility and surface 

chemical properties were determined. In all treatment groups, biofilms were observed to 

be completely removed. However, the data showed discrepancies for cell affinities 

among treatment groups, whereby: i) the number of cells attached to Air + AAEW was 

approximately 2-fold greater than that to Air + NaCl; and ii) cell spreading was enhanced 

on Air + AAEW compared with Air + NaCl or Air + H2O2. When evaluated by XPS, 

these discrepancies could be attributed to sufficient removal of organic-nitrogen deposits 

at the same magnitude as the pristine surface following Air + AAEW treatment. The 

present study clarifies that chemical surface treatment with AAEW as an adjunctive to 

air-abrasive debridement may be beneficial in achieving re-osseointegration. 
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Introduction                                                                
Implant dentistry is now a widely accepted treatment in the world. Although no 

reliable documentation exists, it has been estimated that approximately 12 million 

osseointegrated oral implants are placed annually in a global perspective (Albrektsson et 

al., 2014). A dental implant fixture generally made of pure titanium or titanium alloys 

integrates with the surrounding bone directly. The formation of a direct interface between 

an implant and bone without intervening soft tissue is termed “osseointegration” 

(Albrektsson et al., 1981). Osseointegration was discovered when working with implants 

in research animals at the laboratory of the Göteborg University (Brånemark, 1977). The 

discovery was made around 1962, and it has meant an enormous advancement for clinical 

treatment of oral implants (Albrektsson et al., 2017). Since the discovery in 1962, 

ossteointegrated titanium implant have constituted a safe, accepted and commonly 

applied method (E Jung et al., 2012; Pjetursson et al., 2012). However, we have to realize 

that two kinds of contamination to the titanium surface which directly induced the 

reduction of biologic capability have been reported separately.  

The problems caused by the contaminations are known as “Biological Aging” and 

“Peri-implantitis”. 

 

1. Biological aging and chemical surface treatment (Study I) 
1-1) What is biological aging of titanium? 

Biological aging defines as a natural time-dependent degradation of 

osseointegration capability of titanium. In 2009, Att et al. reported that biocompatibility 

of titanium implant degraded over time after surface processing. The biological aging is 

associated with an inevitable occurrence of progressive contamination of the titanium 

surfaces by organic impurities, such as polycarbonyls and hydrocarbons quickly 

adsorbed on the titanium implant surface from the atmosphere, water, and cleaning 

solutions (Kilpadi et al., 2000; Serro & Saramago, 2003). 

 

1-2) Are there evidences that titanium surfaces manifest biological changes over time 

during their storage? 
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The aging of titanium reduces the initial behavior and response of osteoblasts, 

such as the migration, attachment, and proliferation of the cell (Lee & Ogawa, 2012). 

Some studies revealed that these degrades were attributed to the age-related impaired 

bioactivity of the implants, defined as the biological aging of titanium (Att et al., 2009; 

Att & Ogawa, 2012; Lee & Ogawa, 2012). Additionally, the age-induced reduction of 

these in-vitro cell behavior was observed on various surface topographies not only just 

acid-etch-created microtopography, but machined and sandblasted surfaces (Att et al., 

2009; Suzuki et al., 2009). Minamikawa et al. (2016) evaluated the biological capability 

of titanium during six months of aging, with a particular focus on its interaction with 

osteogenic cells. The authors demonstrated that the degradation of the biological 

capability of titanium was time-dependent and progressed up to 6 months. In in-vivo 

studies, implant biomechanical push-in test or bone-implant contact (%) in a rat model 

has been widely used to assess the osseointegration capability of various titanium 

surfaces and different healing capacities of the host (Weinlaender et al., 1992; Ozawa et 

al., 2002; Ogawa & Nishimura, 2003; Att et al., 2009; Ueno et al., 2010a; Ueno et al., 

2010b). For instance, Att et al, (2009) compared the strength of osseointegration in the 

acid-etched implants with different storage time of 3 days, 2 weeks, and 4 weeks. After 2 

weeks of healing, the strength of osseointegration, measured by the push-in value, for the 

new implants was 37 N, whereas it was 36, 24, and 16 N for 3-day-old implants, 

2-week-old implants, and 4-week-old implants, respectively. Bone histomorphometry 

demonstrated that the percentage of bone-implant contact for the new implants 

(approximately 70% at 2 weeks healing and 90% at 4 weeks healing) was consistently 

greater than that for the 4-week-old implants (approximately 30% at 2 weeks healing and 

60% at 4 weeks healing). Taken together, the phenomenon of biological aging seem to be 

cause the quality of osseointegration to decrease markedly. There is, hence, a need to 

improve its bioactivity for a therapeutic and experimental purpose. 

 

1-3) A new approach to rejuvenate the aged titanium with NaOCl solution 

Various surface treatment methods have been suggested in order to solve this 

phenomenon; ultraviolet light treatment (Aita et al., 2009), gamma ray treatment (Ueno 
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et al., 2012), alkali and heat treatment (Nishiguchi et al., 1999), atmospheric pressure 

plasma jet (Duske et al., 2012), and cold-plasma technique (Yoshinari et al., 2011). Aita 

et al. (2009) reported that the creation of highly bioactive and osteoconductive titanium 

surfaces was achieved via ultraviolet (UV) light treatment. However, these surface 

treatments are costly and required special devices. In study I, the new approach to the 

biological aging with sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) solutions has been proposed. NaOCl 

is a typical strong oxidant and commonly used for irrigation in endodontics. The merits 

of NaOCl treatment are low cost, no special appurtenances and have a possibility of 

applications for nanoporous surface due to its liquid nature. Kono et al. (2015) performed 

a series of animal studies and reported that the strength of bone-titanium integration for 

polished and acid-etched surfaces with the NaOCl treatment at the early-stage of healing 

(2 weeks) increased 1.3 times and 1.4 times than those of the untreated polished and 

untreated acid-etched titanium, respectively, when evaluated with push-in tests. 

Moreover, in histological images of peri-implant tissue at 2 weeks, bone formation 

occurred more extensively around the NaOCl-treated implants than that around the 

untreated implants. These results showed that NaOCl pretreatment enhanced the 

osseointegration capability of titanium, indicating successful NaOCl-mediated 

biofunctionalization of titanium implant surface. The aim of this study was, thus, to 

evaluate the NaOCl-mediated biofunctionalization of titanium surface by surface 

characterization using an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) and an automatic 

contact angle measuring device. In-vitro protein adsorption assay and cell culture 

experiments were also done. In addition, the underlying mechanisms of NaOCl-mediated 

biofunctionalization of titanium were also elucidated considering the interactions of ClO- 

with organic contaminants adsorbed on the titanium surface as well as time-dependent 

biological degradation process of titanium.  

 

2. Peri-implantitis and surface decontamination procedure (Study II) 
2-1) What is peri-implantitis? (Study II) 

A consensus report from World Workshop on Classification of Periodontal and 

Peri-implant Diseases and Conditions 2017 stated that peri-implantitis is a 
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plaque-associated pathological condition occurring in tissues around dental implants, 

characterized by inflammation in the peri-implant mucosa and subsequent progressive 

loss of supporting bone (Berglundh et al., 2018). Bacterial biofilm has been identified as 

the main etiological factor of peri-implantitis. Clinical studies have shown that bacterial 

biofilm development initiates inflammation at implant sites which, if left untreated, can 

progress into peri-implantitis (Schwarz et al., 2014; Jepsen et al., 2015; Renvert & 

Polyzois, 2015). In a systematic review, it was stated that the estimated prevalence of 

peri-implantitis is 22% (Derks & Tomasi, 2015). It has, therefore, become widely 

recognized as a major and increasing problem in dentistry. There is significant interest in 

establishing effective treatment modalities to resolve soft tissue inflammation and, 

thereby, preventing further bone loss.  

 

2-2) Treatment of peri-implantitis 

The primary goals of treatment of peri-implantitis are resolution of tissue 

inflammation and, subsequently, the prevention of further marginal bone loss. Moreover, 

the ultimate goals are represented as supra crestal tissue re-attachment and 

re-osseointegration of the exposed implant surface. As peri-implantitis are driven by 

plaque, anti-infective treatment has been the principal treatment modality for 

peri-implantitis. In most cases, surgical access is required to allow for proper 

decontamination of the affected implant surfaces. Thus, following the surgical exposure 

of the diseased implant surfaces, mechanical, chemical, and/or photodynamic measures 

have been used in the attempt to eliminate bacterial infection, possibly rendering the 

surface conducive to re-osseointegration and bone regeneration (Claffey et al., 2008).  

 

2-3) What is the key factor for achieving substantial re-osseointegration? 

Re-osseointegration occurs based on cell adhesion to titanium oxide film. 

Surface characteristics of implant, whether their topography, chemistry or surface energy, 

play an essential part in osteoblast adhesion on implant surface (Yoshinari et al., 2002; 

Feng et al., 2003; Ogawa & Nishimura, 2003; Att et al., 2009; Att & Ogawa, 2012; Lee & 

Ogawa, 2012; Yamamura et al., 2015). Thus attachment, adhesion and spreading belong 
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to the first phase of cell/oxide film interactions and the quality of this first phase will 

influence the cell's capacity to proliferate and to differentiate itself on contact with the 

implant surface. As the main etiology of peri-implantitis refers to bacterial biofilm 

accumulation, there is no doubt that the bacterial biofilm removal is strategy for the 

management of peri-implant diseases. However, even if the bacterial biofilm could be 

completely removed, there is some doubt whether the titanium surface was reestablished 

high biocompatibility as same as pristine implant. Renvert et al. (2009) concluded that 

implant surface characteristics may influence the degree of re-osseointegration. In 

addition, Persson et al. (2001) used a canine model to determine whether titanium surface 

quality is a decisive factor for osseointegration and re-osseointegration. The authors used 

a specially designed implant system in which the implant body consisted of upper and 

lower components, so the upper component could be replaced. Using this approach, the 

authors demonstrated that significant re-osseointegration failed to occur adjacent to 

implant surfaces exposed to bacterial contamination followed by mechanical cleaning of 

the surfaces using cotton pellets soaked in saline. However, integration consistently 

occurred at sites where the exposed upper implant component was replaced with a 

pristine component following surgical debridement in the infected lesion. This result 

suggests that the success of re-osseointegration depends on reestablishment of the 

titanium surface properties to a pristine state during surgical treatment of 

peri-implantitis. 

Techniques to treat peri-implantitis with re-osseointegration and bone 

regeneration are under investigation. Although various methods have been advocated, 

including air powder abrasion, saline wash, citric acid treatment, laser therapy, peroxide 

treatment, ultrasonic and manual debridement, and application of topical medication, a 

gold-standard is yet to be identified to ensure re-osseointegration (Claffey et al., 2008). 

Al-Hashedi et al. (2017) compared the effect of four mechanical decontamination 

methods (metal and plastic curettes, titanium brushes and yttrium aluminium and garnet 

(Er: YAG) laser) on the chemical properties of titanium surfaces. Although titanium 

brushes achieved greater elimination of bacteria and organic contaminants compared 

with curettes and Er: YAG laser, none of the methods were able to restore the original 
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surface chemical properties. Consequently, following surgical exposure of the 

contaminated implant surface, the use of mechanical, chemical, or photodynamic 

measures, and the combination of all three, are under consideration to eliminate bacterial 

infection, resolve inflammation and render the surface conducive to re-osseointegration 

and bone regeneration (Claffey et al., 2008). It is preferable to modify surface properties 

with high compatibility for the attachment of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem 

cells (BMSCs) for regenerative therapy applications (Persson et al., 2001; Parlar et al., 

2009).  

 

2-4) A new chemical approach to restore the surface properties for tissue integration 

during surgical treatment of peri-implantitis 

To reestablish the ideal properties of titanium surface for re-osseointegration, the 

effects of hypochlorite ion (ClO−) following air-abrasive debridement on the titanium 

surface are investigated in study II. It was hypothesized that surface treatment with the 

use of chemotherapeutic agents as an adjunctive of mechanical debridement might be 

beneficial for restoring implant surfaces to their original state. Aqua alkaline electrolyzed 

water (AAEW) containing ClO− and hypochlorous acid (HClO) is reported to possess an 

oxidizing action that could be useful for decomposing and removing organic impurities 

on hard solid surfaces. HClO was used to decompose the surface and the study reported 

that the efficacy of removing the organic component was enhanced with increased ClO− 

concentration by changing the pH of the HClO solution to alkaline (Urano & Fukuzaki, 

2005). AAEW has since been developed and utilized within the food industry to prevent 

bacterial contamination (Huang et al., 2008). 
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3. Aims 

Overall aim 

To investigate the decontamination methods for restoring biocompatibility of the 

contaminated titanium surfaces. 

 

Specific aims 

1. To evaluate the NaOCl-mediated biofunctionalization of titanium surface by surface 

characterization using an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) and an automatic 

contact angle measuring device. In-vitro protein adsorption assay and cell culture 

experiments were also done. In addition, the underlying mechanisms of 

NaOCl-mediated biofunctionalization of titanium were also elucidated. (Study I) 

2. To evaluate the effects of chemical agents used following air-abrasive debridement 

on experimentally biofilm contaminated titanium surfaces with respects to changes 

of surface characteristics and of cytocompatibility to hBMSCs. (Study II) 
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Material & Methods                                                        

1. Processing and analysis of titanium surface 
1) Titanium specimens (Study I & II) 

Commercially pure grade-2 titanium disks (JIS, Japan Industrial Specification H 

4600, 99.9 mass% Ti; GC Corp., Tokyo, Japan) were used. 

In study I, the disks (Ø15 mm, thickness: 1.0 mm) were polished mechanically to a 

mirror finish using colloidal silica. The polished disks were cleaned ultrasonically in 

distilled deionized water for 5 minutes and then dried with oil-free compressed air. The 

mechanically polished pure titanium was used as the “As-polished” group. These 

titanium disks were stored in the dark for 2 weeks. 

In study II, the disks (Ø14 mm, thickness: 3.0 mm) were polished mechanically to a 

machined surface using the ultra-pad (ULTRA PAD®, Buehler Ltd., Evanston, IL, USA), 

diamond polishing compound (MetaDi® II Paste) and diamond polishing suspension 

(MetaDi®, Mono Suspension). The polished disks were cleaned ultrasonically in distilled 

deionized water for 10 minutes and then dried with oil-free compressed air. The 

mechanically polished pure titanium was used as the “As-polished” group. 

 

2) Bacterial strains and biofilm formation on a titanium disk (Study II) 

S. gordonii ATCC 10558T were cultured on TY agar (TY; BactoTM tryptic soy 

broth and BactoTM yeast extract) under the anaerobic conditions (N2: CO2: H2, 80%: 

10%: 10%) at 37˚C for three days. Single colonies of S. gordonii on TY agar was 

transferred into TY liquid culture medium. Turbidity was calibrated by measuring the 

absorption at OD660: 0.5 (0.5 × 108 CFU/mL). 2.0 mL of portions of the bacteria 

suspension was transferred to 12-well polystyrene culture plate with titanium disks. The 

plate was incubated anaerobically (N2: CO2: H2, 80%: 10%: 10%) at 37˚C for 24 hours 

and the growth medium was refreshed at 12 hours after the start incubation. The titanium 

disks after forming biofilm without any treatments were used as the biofilm 

contaminated group (Biofilm-contaminated). 

 

3) Surface treatment protocols 
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(1) Chemical surface treatment (Study I) 

The samples were divided into 3 groups; Untreated, H2O-treated and 

NaOCl-treated. H2O or NaOCl-treated surface was prepared by immersed in distilled 

deionized water or 5% NaOCl solution for 24 hours. NaOCl-treated disks were, then, 

washed gently three times with distilled deionized water. The titanium samples employed 

in this study were summarized in Figure 1. 

(2) Decontamination procedures (Study II) 

For the mechanical surface debridement, an air-flow system (Air Flow S1R, EMS, 

Nyon, Switzerland) adding either amino acid glycine (Air-Flow Perio, EMS, Nyon, 

Switzerland) was used at maximum setting for both power and lavage. The distance 

between the tip of the device and the disk was set at 2 mm, at an angle of 90˚ to the disk 

for consistency. Each titanium disk received a single treatment procedure by consistently 

moving the nozzle from the center to the periphery in four circular motions. The amount 

of time per treatment procedure was set at 10 seconds. Following air-abrasive 

debridement, all titanium disks were rinsed with Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) to 

remove potential deposits of the powders. Then, three chemical agents, saline (NaCl 

0.9%; Hikari®, Hikari Pharmaceutical CO., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan), alkaline electrolyzed 

water (AAEW 0.05%, pH 9.0; EPIOS CARE®, EPIOS Corp., Tokyo, Japan) and the 

diluted hydrogen peroxide with distilled deionized water (H2O2 3%; Wako Pure Chemical 

Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) were used in the present study. NaCl was used as a 

negative control. These three chemical agents were regulated at 40˚C in the water bath. 

Those specimens which treated with air-flow were immersed into each three chemical 

regents for 60 seconds; i) NaCl (Air + NaCl), ii) AAEW (Air + AAEW), iii) H2O2 (Air + 

H2O2), respectively (described in Fig. 2). Non-contaminated and untreated titanium disks 

(As-polished) were served as control. All treatments were performed by the same trained 

operator. The titanium samples employed in this study were summarized in Figure 2. 

 

4) Assessment of surface wettability and treatment time-dependent changes for water 

wettability (Study I) 

Water wettability of the titanium surfaces was examined by measuring the 
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contact angle of 4 µl distilled water on the titanium disks using an automatic contact 

angle measuring device (Phoenix Alpha, Surface Electro Optics, Suwon, Korea). The 

titanium disks were prepared by immersed in distilled deionized water or 5% NaOCl 

solution for 15 minutes, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours. 

 

5) Collagen I adsorption assay (Study I) 

To confirm adsorption of collagen I, samples were incubated with collagen 

I-FITC conjugate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 1 hour. After three washes 

with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), samples were observed by confocal laser scanning 

microscopy operated by EZ-C1 system software (Confocal laser scanning microscopy, 

ECLIPSE TE-2000, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The adsorption of collagen I was evaluated by 

measuring the mean gray value of 5 randomly chosen images from three specimens of 

each groups as the fluorescence intensity using IMAGE-J software (NIH, Bethesda, ML, 

USA). 

 

6) Analysis of surface chemical properties (Study I & II) 

These surfaces chemical properties were examined by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS; ESCA-850, Shimadzu Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). Ti 2p, O 1s, C 1s and 

N 1s spectra were obtained using an XPS with Mg Kα radiation operated at a 7 kV 

accelerating voltage and 30 mA current under the vacuum of 1×10−6 Pa. Additionally, in 

study II, the amount of the hydroxyl groups and the relative concentration of carbon and 

nitrogen to titanium (CC/CTi and CN/CTi) were calculated from XPS data. 

 

7) Evaluation of biofilm removal (Study II) 

According to the instruction reported by Schwarz et al. (2009), the residual 

biofilm area (RB) was evaluated after each treatment. Erythrosine dye was used to stain 

the S. gordonii biofilm grown on each titanium surface. The digital images were taken 

using a CCD camera (Nikon DS-5M, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) mounted on a microscope 

(Nikon AZ100, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Digital images were evaluated using an image 

analyzer (Image J, NIH, Bethesda, ML, USA). For each titanium disk and after each 
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treatment, mean stained RB areas were measured as a percentage of the scanned surface. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM; S-3500N, HITACHI Co. Ltd.) was used to observe 

the images of titanium surfaces before and after each treatment. Each group titanium 

disks were placed in 24-well plates, using one per well. The samples were washed twice 

with PBS and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered in PBS. Subsequently, they were 

washed 6 × 5 minutes with PBS, dehydrated in ethanol/water mixtures of 50, 70, and 

80% for 5 minutes each, 90% for 10 minutes and 100% for 20 minutes. The samples were 

then critical-point dried with CO2 and sputter-coated with gold. The samples were 

examined by SEM operated at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. 

 

2. Evaluation of initial cytocompatibility on the titanium surface 

1) Human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (hBMSCs) culture (Study I & II) 

hBMSCs (PoieticsTM, Lonza, Switzerland) were cultured on 10 cm tissue culture 

dishes (Falcon BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) using mesenchymal stem cell basal 

medium with mesenchymal stem cell growth supplements (MSCGM; Lonza) containing 

fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine, and GA-1000 (Gentamicin/Amphotericin-B). 

The cells were cultured at 37°C in humid 5% CO2 in air. 

 

2) Initial cell attachment on the titanium surfaces (Study I & II) 

Cell attachment on each titanium disks was evaluated by counting the number of 

attached cells. Subsequent to surface treatment, the titanium disks were placed into a 

24-well plate and seeded with a density of 6.0 × 104 cells/cm2. After incubation for 4 

hours, the titanium disks were rinsed with PBS to remove unattached cells. Adherent 

cells were then detached using 0.05% trypsin-0.53 mM EDTA-4 Na (Invitrogen, Ltd., 

Paisley, UK) at 37°C for 5 minutes. An equal volume of PBS was added. The cells were 

collected by centrifugation and re-suspended in fresh growth medium. The number of 

cells in the suspension was measured with a hemacytometer. 

 

3) Initial attached cell density analysis (Study I & II) 

SEM was used to observe the density of cells attached to the titanium surface. 
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The disks were placed in 24-well plates, using one per well. The hBMSCs were seeded at 

a density of 5,700 cells/cm2 and incubated for 4 hours. After incubation, the samples 

were washed twice with PBS and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered in PBS. The 

subsequent methods follow the method described in evaluation of biofilm removal. 

 

4) Immunofluorescent staining of actin cytoskeleton (Study I & II)  

Confocal laser scanning microscopy was used to examine cell morphology and 

cytoskeletal arrangement in the hBMSCs seeded onto titanium surfaces. The disks were 

placed into a 24-well plate and seeded at a density of 5,700 cells/cm2. After 4 hours of 

culture, the cells were stained using the fluorescent dye rhodamine phalloidin (Molecular 

probes, OR, USA), a mouse anti-vinculin monoclonal antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, 

USA) and then by a FITC-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody (Abcam). The area, 

perimeter, Feret’s diameter, and circularity of the cells were quantified using Image J 

software. 

 

5) Treatment time-dependent changes for the number of initial cell attachment (Study I) 

The number of initial cell attachment was evaluated by previously described 

method. The titanium disks were prepared by immersed in 5% NaOCl solution or 

distilled deionized water for 15 minutes, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours. 

 

3. Bactericidal effect and cytotoxicity of chemical agents used in Study II 

1) Bactericidal effect for S. gordonii (Study II) 

S. gordonii was transferred into TY liquid culture medium. Turbidity was 

calibrated by measuring the absorption at OD660: 1.0 (1.0 × 108 CFU/mL). These cells 

were centrifuged and treated with 1 mL of NaCl, AAEW or H2O2 in an Eppendorf tube 

for 60 seconds at room temperature. The microbial cells were then washed, centrifuged, 

and suspended in PBS. After a 10-fold serial dilution, 100 µL of each microbial sample 

was inoculated on a TY agar plate and incubated for 3 days. The total number of 

microorganisms grown on the agar plate was counted and estimated as the colony 

forming unit. 
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2) Determination of cytotoxicity using trypan blue staining assay (Study II) 

hBMSCs were plated in 96-well plate at a concentration of 2 × 104 cells/well and 

incubated for 24 hours before the experiment. The medium and unattached cells were 

removed, then 100 µl of NaCl, AAEW or H2O2 was added to the wells and the plates 

were incubated for 60 seconds. In the trypan blue staining assay, trypan blue (100 µL) 

was added to each well; unstained (viable) cells and stained (dead) cells were counted 

under a microscope using a hematocytometer. Cell viability (%) was determined by 

dividing the viable cell count by the total (viable + non-viable) cell count. 

 

4. Statistical analysis (Study I & II) 

Statistical differences were evaluated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

Tukey’s tests and paired t-test. p value <0.05, 0.001 were considered statistically 

significant. 
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Results                                                                   
1. The effects of NaOCl and H2O immersed treatment on the aged titanium surface 

(Study I) 

1) Water Wettability of titanium surface 

The water contact angle of the Untreated titanium was 59.4 ± 2.1˚, indicating 

that the surface was hydrophobic. With the water immersion treatment or NaOCl 

treatment, the contact angle substantially decreased (7.86 ± 2.9˚ and 3.81 ± 0.6˚ 

respectively), showing that the hydrophobic surface of these aged titanium was converted 

to the super hydrophilic surface (θ< 5˚) (Fig. 3). 

 

2) Collagen I adsorption capacity of titanium 

Figure 4 shows the fluorescence intensity of collagen I-FITC conjugate attached 

on Untreated, H2O-treated and NaOCl-treated disks. The fluorescence intensity of NaOCl 

was significantly higher than that of the other groups. In addition, the fluorescence 

intensity of H2O-treated was significantly higher than that of Untreated. 

 

3) Initial attached cell density 

Figure 5A shows the relative number of cells attached to the titanium surfaces, as 

measured with the hemocytometer. The number of cells attached to the NaOCl-treated 

titanium and H2O-treated titanium was twice greater than that to the Untreated titanium. 

There were no significantly different between NaOCl-treated titanium and H2O-treated 

titanium. These results of Untreated, H2O-treated and NaOCl-treated titanium surfaces 

were consistent with what could be observed under SEM in terms of cell density on these 

titanium surfaces examined (Fig. 5B).  

 

4) Cell morphology and cytoskeletal arrangement of initial attached cells 

Confocal laser scanning microscopic images of the hBMSCs after staining with 

rhodamine phalloidin showed that the cells after 4 hours of incubation on the 

NaOCl-treated titanium were clearly larger than on the Untreated and H2O-treated 

titanium surfaces. Cells on the NaOCl-treated titanium surfaces were enlarged with a 
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clear stretch of lamellipodia-like actin projections and stressed fibers within their 

cytoplasm (Fig. 6A). Cytomorphometric evaluations for the area, perimeter and Feret’s 

diameter of the cells showed greater values of these parameters on the NaOCl-treated 

titanium surface than on the Untreated titanium surfaces (Fig. 6B). In particular, the actin 

area of the cells on the NaOCl-treated titanium disk was significantly larger than that on 

the H2O-treated and the Untreated titanium. 

 

5) Evaluation of surface chemical properties   

Figure 7 shows Ti 2p (A), C 1s (B), O 1s (C) and N 1s (D) spectra obtained from 

each titanium samples. The intensity of the Ti 2p peak at 454.0 eV which corresponds to 

the titanium in a metallic state was slightly lower for the H2O-treated than the Untreated, 

suggesting that the thickness of surface oxide film increased during water immersion 

treatment (Fig. 7A). There was no significant change in the spectral intensity of the C 1s 

peak at 285.0 eV for aliphatic hydrocarbons between the H2O-treated and the Untreated.  

The intensity of the C 1s peak at 288.0 eV attributed to carboxyl group or carbonyl group 

was slightly lower for the H2O-treated than that for the Untreated (Fig. 7B). The N 1s 

peak at 400.0 eV was attributed to organic contaminants adsorbed on the titanium surface 

during the storage in dark place for two weeks. No noticeable change in the intensity of 

the N 1s peak was observed before and after water immersion treatment. Figure 8 shows 

that percent area of hydroxyl groups in O 1s spectra at before and after immersion in 

deionized water. Two types of hydroxyl groups: acidic hydroxyl group (a) and basic 

hydroxyl group (b) are present on the surface oxide film of titanium (Boehm, 1971). The 

percent area of the hydroxyl groups was increased by 3.8% for the acidic hydroxyl group 

and 0.5% for the basic hydroxyl group after water immersion treatment for 24 hours.  

Figure 9 shows Ti 2p (A), C 1s (B), O 1s (C) and N 1s (D) spectra obtained from 

the Untreated and the NaOCl-treated. The intensity of the Ti 2p peak at 454.0 eV 

attributed to the titanium in a metallic state was much lower for the NaOCl-treated than 

that for the Untreated (Fig. 9A), suggesting that the thickness of the oxide film on the 

titanium disk increased during the NaOCl treatment. From the relative intensity for the 

peak at 454.0 eV with respect to the peak at 458.7 eV attributed to TiO2 shown in Figures 
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7A and 9A, the thickness of the oxide film was greater for the NaOCl-treated than for 

H2O-treated. Unlike water immersion treatment, intensity of the C 1s peak at 288.0 eV 

and the N 1s peak at 400.0 eV was substantially decreased after NaOCl treatment (Fig. 

9B and D). Both the percent area of the hydroxyl groups was increased by 4.8% for the 

acidic hydroxyl group and 0.6% for the basic hydroxyl group after 5% NaOCl treatment 

(Fig.10), suggesting that the number of both hydroxyl groups on the oxide film was 

larger after NaOCl treatment than after water immersion treatment (Figs. 8 and 10). 

 

6) Treatment time-dependent changes for water wettability and the number of initial cell 

attachment 

Figure 11 shows water contact angle and the variation of a relative number of 

cells attached to the titanium surface with the treatment time. It was found that NaOCl 

treatment for 15 minutes is effective to convert to the hydrophilic surface, but it takes 12 

hours for water immersion treatment to convert to the hydrophilic surface. 

Correspondingly, it was found that NaOCl treatment for 15 minutes is effective in 

increasing number of attached cells but it takes 6 hours for water immersion treatment. 

 

2. The effects of chemical agents used following air-abrasive debridement on 

experimentally contaminated titanium surfaces with respects to changes of surface 

chemical properties and of initial cytocompatibility (Study II) 

1) Cytotoxicity and bactericidal effect of titanium surface treatments 

Cytotoxicity levels following AAEW and H2O2 treatments were significantly 

higher than that of NaCl treatment. There was no significant difference in cytotoxicity 

between AAEW and H2O2 treatments (Fig. 12A). The bactericidal effects following 

AAEW and H2O2 treatments were significantly higher than that of NaCl treatment. There 

was no significant difference in bactericidal effect between AAEW and H2O2 treatments 

(Fig. 12B). 

 

2) Evaluation of biofilm removal 

SEM analysis showed that all untreated titanium disks were completely and 
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homogeneously covered by an S. gordonii biofilm, as determined by erythrosine dye (Fig. 

13A). Similarly, the entire disk surface of the biofilm contaminated titanium was 

colonized by a dense network of multiple layers of S. gordonii (Fig. 13B). All treatment 

groups resulted in complete and significant removal of the S. gordonii biofilm as 

determined by RB area (%) (Fig. 13C). Additionally, powder deposition was not 

observed on any of the treatment group surfaces. 

 

3) Initial attached cell density 

Numbers of initial cells attached to the Air + AAEW treated and As-polished 

surfaces were approximately 2-fold greater compared with the Air + NaCl treated 

surfaces. There was no significant difference in the number of attached cells between the 

Air + NaCl and Air + H2O2 treated surfaces (Fig. 14A). SEM images of cell density on 

the titanium surfaces confirmed these results (Fig. 14B). Cells failed to attach to the 

biofilm contaminated disks (data not shown). 

 

4) Cell morphology and cytoskeletal arrangement of initial attached cells 

Cytomorphometric evaluation of the actin area of the initial attached cells 

showed that cells on the Air + AAEW treated surfaces were significantly larger than 

those on the Air + NaCl and Air + H2O2 treated surfaces (Fig. 15A). Of note, cell area on 

the Air + AAEW treated surfaces was almost equal to that on the As-polished surfaces 

(Fig. 15A). There was no initial cell attachment to the biofilm contaminated disk (data 

not shown). 

Confocal microscopy images clearly showed that the cells were larger on the Air 

+ AAEW treated surfaces compared with on the Air + NaCl and Air + H2O2 treated 

surfaces. Cells on the Air + AAEW treated and As-polished surfaces were enlarged with 

clear lamellipodia-like actin projections (Fig. 15B). 

 

5) Evaluation of surface chemical properties 

Representative spectra of each treatment are shown in Figure 16. The results 

show that the biofilm contaminated titanium surface had a significantly increased 
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intensity of C 1s and N 1s, while the intensity of O 1s and Ti 2p were markedly decreased. 

This indicated that the organic compounds containing nitrogen (organic nitrogen 

deposits: ONDs), provided by the S. gordonii biofilm, completely covered the underlying 

titanium surfaces (Fig. 16). Considering all three treatment groups, the Air + AAEW 

treated surface most closely reflected that of the As-polished surface with respect to 

intensity at atomic level. The XPS data showed that after treatment, Air + NaCl, Air + 

AAEW and Air + H2O2 induced a significant decrease in the amounts of carbon and 

nitrogen on each titanium surface (Table 1). However, the CN/CTi results demonstrated 

that nitrogen remained on the titanium surface after each treatment, except for on the Air 

+ AAEW treated surface (Table 1). In fact, the CN/CTi data for the Air + AAEW treated 

surface was comparable to that of the As-polished surface (Table 1). Moreover, the 

CN/CTi data for the Air + AAEW treated surface was significantly reduced compared with 

that of Air + NaCl and Air + H2O2 treated surfaces (p< 0.05). There were no significant 

differences for CC/CTi data among all sample groups, except for the biofilm-contaminated 

group. 
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Discussion                                         
The current thesis of studies has investigated the surface decontamination 

procedures for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) contaminated titanium (study I) and 

bacterial biofilm contaminated titanium (study II) in vitro.  

VOCs contamination is inevitably occurred before implant placement. Since Att 

et al. (2009) demonstrated that the phenomenon of biological aging was observed 

markedly within 2 weeks, the Untreated titanium disks were used as a specimen in this 

study. In discussion, the process for adsorption of VOCs to the pristine titanium surfaces 

and desorption of VOCs from the aged titanium surface with water immersion treatment 

and NaOCl treatment were discussed.  

In the latter part of discussion, the chemical surface treatment with AAEW 

evaluated in study II was focused. To my knowledge, this is the first study reporting the 

effects of AAEW treatment of contaminated titanium surfaces, following air-abrasive 

debridement, for effectively removing biofilm and restoring an optimal surface for the 

initial attachment of hBMSCs. The surface chemical properties were evaluated to better 

understand differences in titanium surface cytocompatibility following various 

treatments. Mechanically-polished smooth titanium disks were utilized as a control to 

exclude the influence of surface roughness. Because S. gordonii is a known initial 

colonizer of the oral biofilm and is routinely identified in peri-implantitis patients, the 

titanium surfaces were experimentally-contaminated with a S. gordonii biofilm (Shibli et 

al., 2008; Koyanagi et al., 2013). This in-vitro data provided knowledge suggesting a 

potential cleaning method, which is beneficial for restoring surface cleanness and 

cytocompatibility. 

 

1. Biological aging and chemical surface treatment (Study I) 

1) The process for adsorption of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in air and its 

relation to biological aging of titanium 

The adsorption of VOCs in air on the titanium surface, which changes the 

hydrophilic titanium surface to hydrophobic, has considered to be responsible for this 

biological degradation of titanium. It has been also well known that these VOCs 
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adsorbed instantaneously on most solid substances including titanium. Consequently, 

when the surface was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), strong C 1s 

peak was always observed at 284.5-285.0 eV as far as the samples was processed in air 

before leading them to the high vacuum chamber of XPS (Serro & Saramago, 2003; Att 

et al., 2009). There were similar observations in our results of XPS assay (Figs. 7 and 8). 

In contrast to this, biological aging of titanium reported in literature was rather a slow 

process. Most titanium surfaces immediately after processing in air showed 

superhydrophilic status (θ< 5˚) (Aita et al., 2009; Att et al., 2009; Att & Ogawa, 2012; 

Minamikawa et al., 2016). These facts suggested that VOCs initially adsorbed on the 

titanium surface resulted in limited influences on the hydrophilicity and biological 

activities of titanium. Physical adsorption of VOCs on titanium surface is instantaneous 

and in the low pressure region of the adsorption isotherm where Henry’s law is valid, the 

amount of VOCs is proportion to the partial pressure (or concentration) of each VOC in 

air; 

 

                 X  =  KH P                                (1) 

 

where X is the surface coverage, P the partial pressure, and KH the Henry’s adsorption 

constant. Among VOCs in air, the average concentration of alkanes (aliphatic saturated 

hydrocarbons) such as methane, ethane and propane is about 2 ppm which is 

approximately three orders of magnitudes higher than other VOCs. It can easily be 

deduced from this fact that most adsorbed contaminants initially adsorbed on titanium 

surface would be these aliphatic saturated hydrocarbons. Physical adsorption of these 

hydrocarbons without polar groups is caused by van der Waals force, suggesting that 

these adsorbed hydrocarbons can be easily replaced by water molecules which interact 

with surface hydroxyl groups of titanium by hydrogen bond when water is dropped on 

the titanium surface to measure contact angle. 

Att et al. (2009) showed that the initial hydrophilic surface of titanium gradually 

changed to hydrophobic and biological degradation of titanium progressed in 

time-dependent manner. In this study, it was also demonstrated that the water contact 
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angle of the Untreated titanium was about 60˚ (Fig. 3), indicating the surface was 

hydrophobic. These results suggested the presence of hydrophobic organic impurities 

which interacted with titanium surface stronger than aliphatic saturated hydrocarbons. 

The atmospheric gas phase contains a variety of VOCs with polar groups, such as amines, 

aldehydes, alcohols, carboxylic acids, etc. (Mellouki et al., 2015). Although the 

concentration of these molecules in the atmosphere is quite low, in the range from ppt to 

several ppb levels, they can interact with the surface hydroxide groups of titanium by 

hydrogen bond, as shown in Figure 17. With aging in air, the initially adsorbed saturated 

hydrocarbons were gradually removed from the titanium surface by replacing with these 

more preferentially adsorbed VOCs with polar groups and consequently, the hydrophilic 

titanium surface was changed to hydrophobic.  

 

2) Desorption of VOCs from the aged titanium surface with water immersion treatment. 

With water immersion treatment for 24 hours, the contact angle of water droplet 

significantly decreased from 59.4˚ to 7.9˚ (Fig. 3). In addition to VOCs physically 

adsorbed by van der Waals force, a large number of adsorbed VOCs by hydrogen bonds 

were probably subjected to hydrolysis and removed from the titanium surface as shown 

in Figure 7B. Significant decrease in C 1s peak at around 288.0 eV due to carboxyl or 

carbonyl groups shown in Figure 7B supported this assumption. This hydrolysis process, 

however, was so slow that the adsorbed VOCs with polar groups on the aged titanium 

surface were not removed during the water contact angle measurement unlike the 

adsorbed aliphatic saturated hydrocarbons. Water immersion treatment was thus useful 

for removing some VOCs with polar groups and increasing acidic hydroxyl groups but its 

effect is limited. There was no significant difference in spectral intensity of the N 1s 

peaks before and after the water immersion treatment, suggesting that few atmospheric 

organic-nitrogen compounds such as amines and amides were removed from the surface 

during the treatment. No significant change was also observed in the intensity of the 

main C 1s peak at 284.5 eV attributed to adsorbed saturated hydrocarbon between 

Untreated and H2O-treated titanium. This is due to the instantaneous adsorption of 

saturated hydrocarbons on the titanium surface, which took place during the processing 
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of the titanium specimen in air before introducing it into high vacuum chamber of XPS. 

As already mentioned, this physical adsorption of saturated hydrocarbons is inevitable 

and very fast but these adsorbed hydrocarbons do not affect the hydrophilicity of 

titanium surface. Using some typical bond energy values (Kinloch, 1987; Allen et al., 

1992; Lee, 1993) for hydrogen bonds (about 25 kJ/mol for O−H···O, 23 for O−H···N, 10 

for N−H···O, 8 for C−H···O) and van der Waals force (less than 2 kJ/mol for the induced 

force), the replacement of VOCs from titanium surface can be discussed as follows. 

When a non-polar alkane type VOC is replaced by a water molecule (Fig. 17A), the 

system would be stabilized by as much as (−2) − (−25 ´ 2) = 48 kJ/mol. In case of the 

replacement of a VOC of amine type by a water (Fig. 17B), the stabilization energy 

amounts to [(−10) + (−23)] – (−25´2) = 17 kJ/mol. Similarly, for the aldehyde type VOC 

(Fig. 17C), the energy stabilization with the replacement by water may become [(−10) + 

(−25)] – (−25´2) = 15 kJ/mol. Although this is a semi-quantitative and a rough 

estimation, still it can explain why nonpolar VOCs (hydrocarbons) are more easily 

replaced by water than those with polar functional groups. 

 

3) Effects of sodium hypochlorite on removal of adsorbed VOCs with polar groups from 

the aged titanium surface 

5% Sodium hypochlorite is widely used as an oxidizing and a disinfectant 

(Mountouris et al., 2004; Mohammadi, 2008). This chlorine compound has been reported 

to react with a number of organic compounds including biological molecules at 

physiological pH conditions (Hawkins et al., 2003). With NaOCl treatment for 24 hours, 

the contact angle of water droplet significantly decreased from 59.4˚ to 3.8˚, which was 

much lower than that with water immersion treatment (Fig. 3). Moreover, NaOCl 

treatment for 15 minutes is effective to convert to the hydrophilic surface in a short time 

as compared with water immersion treatment (Fig. 11). The XPS spectral intensity both 

C 1s peak at 288 eV and N 1s peak at 400 eV due to VOCs with polar groups also 

decreased significantly with NaOCl treatment. Especially, organic nitrogen compounds 

which remained after water immersion treatment were obviously removed from the 

titanium surface by NaOCl treatment. Since ClO
－

 was reported to react readily with 
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amines, the adsorbed amines probably reacted with ClO
－  to yield chloramines (reactions 

2 and 3) and desorbed from the titanium surface as shown in Figure 17. 

 

   R－NH2  +  ClO
－

   →  R－NHCl  +  OH
－

     (2) 

 

   R－NH2  +  2ClO
－

   →  R－NCl2  +  2OH
－

    (3) 

 

Amides can also react with NaOCl to yield chloramine (reaction 4) and they desorb from 

the titanium surface as well. 

 

   R－CONH2  +  ClO
－

  → R－CONHCl  +  OH
－

   (4) 

 

Owing to these strong oxidation reaction, it was possible to decompose the VOCs with 

polar groups that could not be removed by water immersion treatment. In the previous 

section, it was discussed that VOCs could be replaced by water on the polar titanium 

surface, based on the energetic stabilization of the system. It was also indicated that the 

polar VOCs are more difficult to be removed than nonpolar VOCs in water. However, the 

equilibrium shifts toward the detachment if the detached VOCs are removed from the 

system, for example, by the oxidative decomposition. Due to this equilibrium 

displacement in the presence of ClO−, even the polar VOCs could be removed from the 

titanium surface. Hence, the recovery of titanium wettability by ClO− can be explained. 

 

4) Enhanced initial cytocompatibility of aged titanium surface with NaOCl treatment. 

Early studies already reported about the importance of chemically clean implant 

surfaces and the technique of radio frequency glow-discharge (RFGD) treatments to 

achieve decontaminated surfaces with high surface energy (DePalma et al., 1972). Baier 

et al. (1984) observed a strong influence of the initial surface state of cleanliness and 

surface free energy of an implant on the healing process and generation of host tissue 

cells adjacent to the implant surface. 

In the present study, initial cell attachment and morphology were evaluated to 
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confirm early cell response to each titanium surface. After implantation, implant surfaces 

are in contacts with body fluids and interact with a number of proteins and different cell 

types. The initial cell behavior on the implant surface is the key factor in determining the 

osteoconductive capacity of implants during the early stage of osseointegration 

(Marinucci et al., 2006). The quantity and quality of cell attachment on titanium surfaces 

play a critical role in determining the subsequent process of osseointegration (Lee & 

Ogawa, 2012). The number of osteogenic cells attached to titanium may directly affect 

the volume of peri-implant bone formation (Lee & Ogawa, 2012). Enhanced cell spread 

and cytoskeletal formation at an initial stage of cell attachment to biomaterial surfaces 

ensure the retention and prompt onset of cellular function. Protein adsorption is also key 

biologic steps to initiate the cascade of bone-titanium integration (Hori et al., 2010). 

Figure 5 showed the number of initial cells attached to the NaOCl-treated titanium and 

H2O-treated titanium was twice greater than that to the Untreated titanium surface. 

Interestingly, confocal laser scanning microscopic images of the hBMSCs after staining 

with rhodamine phalloidin showed that the cells after 4 hours of incubation on the 

NaOCl-treated titanium were clearly larger than those on the Untreated titanium and 

H2O-treated titanium. Cells on the NaOCl-treated titanium surfaces were enlarged with a 

clear stretch of lamellipodia-like actin projections and stressed fibers within their 

cytoplasm (Fig. 6A). Cytomorphometric evaluations of the area, perimeter, and Feret’s 

diameter of hBMSCs demonstrated that there was no significant difference of these 

parameters between H2O-treated and Untreated, while greater values of these parameters 

on the NaOCl-treated titanium surface than on the Untreated titanium surfaces (p< 0.05; 

Fig. 6B). In particular, the actin area of the cells on the NaOCl-treated titanium was 

about 3 times larger than that on the Untreated titanium (Fig. 6B). Iwasa et al. (2010) has 

reported that the area of osteoblasts after staining with rhodamine phalloidin showed that 

the cells were about 3 times larger on UV-treated acid-etched titanium surfaces than on 

4-week-old titanium acid-etched surfaces after 3 hours of incubation. This finding is 

comparable to the results of the present study. Taken together, it was suggested that the 

effects of NaOCl resulted in the enhanced cytocompatibility of titanium compared with 

Untreated or H2O-treated titanium surface. There is one possibility that an increase in the 
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quantities of hydroxyl groups occurring on the NaOCl-treated titanium surface can be 

contributed to improve the cytocompatibility on the NaOCl-treated titanium surface. 

Feng et.al. (2003) had reported that the effect of the oxide films on initial adhesion of 

osteoblasts was investigated and the surface chemistry of substrate after the cell culture 

was evaluated by surface analyses. The authors concluded that the amounts of surface 

OH groups (basic OH groups and acidic OH groups), significantly influenced the initial 

behavior of the osteoblasts on the titanium surfaces. In addition, the present study 

demonstrated that collagen I adsorption on the NaOCl-treated titanium surface was more 

increased than on the H2O-treated surfaces (Fig. 4). As a result, it is thought that the 

increase of the adherent cell area and the cell which enlarged with a clear stretch of 

lamellipodia-like actin projections and stressed fibers within their cytoplasm was 

observed. 

 

2. Surface decontamination for the biofilm contaminated titanium disks (Study II) 

1) Do chemical agents required for removing the biofilm? 

All three treatments eliminated the biofilm structure from the titanium surfaces, 

indicating that mechanical debridement with air-flow was effective at removing the S. 

gordonii biofilm (Fig. 13). In this in-vitro design, chemical agents did not contribute to 

removing the biofilm. There is similar results were observed by Schwarz et al. (2009). 

The authors evaluated the influence of air-abrasive debridement on the removal of 

non-mineralized plaque biofilms, collected in-vivo on roughened titanium dental implant 

surfaces, using an intraoral splint system. The authors demonstrated that the biofilm were 

completely removed after treatment procedure with air flow and amino acid glycine 

powder (EMS) by consistently moving the nozzle from center to the periphery in four 

circular motions. This reports support our findings that air-abrasive debridement has a 

great potential removing the biofilm (Fig. 13).  

 

2) Do chemical agents contribute to restoring of cytocompatibility and surface chemical 

properties? 

In four in-vitro studies (Augthun et al., 1998; Schwarz et al., 2005; Schwarz et 
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al., 2009; John et al., 2014), decontamination procedures failed to restore 

biocompatibility of contaminated surfaces to the level of pristine controls. The reduced 

biocompatibility after mechanical treatment was attributed to changes in surface 

topography and chemical composition of the titanium oxide film produced by the 

instrumentation, but also to residual biofilm (Louropoulou et al., 2015). In fact, Mouhyi 

et al. (1998) evaluated the surface composition of failing and subsequently retrieved 

machined titanium implants after various cleaning procedures. Although some of the 

tested methods resulted in a macroscopically clean surface, all methods failed to 

re-establish the original surface elemental composition. 

In the present study II, the number of attached cells and cell spreading were 

measured to evaluate the cytocompatibility on the treated titanium surfaces compared 

with pristine surface (As-polished). The data showed discrepancies for cell affinities 

among treatment groups, whereby: (1) the number of cells attached to the Air + AAEW 

treated surfaces was approximately 2-fold greater than that to the Air + NaCl treated 

surfaces; (2) cell spreading was enhanced on the Air + AAEW treated surfaces compared 

with the Air + NaCl or Air + H2O2 treated surfaces; (3) there was no significant different 

in the number of attached cells and cell spreading between the Air + AAEW and 

As-polished surfaces. These data indicates that chemical surface treatment with AAEW 

as an adjunctive to air-abrasive debridement could be effective for restoring of 

cytocompatibility to the level of the pristine surface. Within the limits of the present 

study, this new knowledge has a potential benefits for the resolution of the reduced 

biocompatibility after mechanical treatment. Several studies showed that surface 

treatment with NaCl following mechanical debridement may not be able to restore the 

previously contaminated surface to its original state (Persson et al., 2001; Schou et al., 

2003; Schwarz et al., 2009). In addition, Persson et al. (2004) demonstrated in a 

preclinical study that surface treatment with H2O2 failed to reestablish osseointegration 

on surfaces at sites with experimentally induced peri-implantitis. These reports support 

our findings that the number of attached cells and overall cell area on the Air + NaCl and 

Air + H2O2 treated surface were significantly lower than those on the As-polished (Figs. 

14 and 15). Although several factors might explain a lack of cell affinities following 
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NaCl or H2O2 treatment, the inferior properties of NaCl and H2O2 seems to be attributed 

to insufficient removal of ONDs observed by XPS evaluation. The CN/CTi data for the Air 

+ NaCl and Air + H2O2 was 0.0237 ± 0.0112 and 0.0210 ± 0.0054 respectively, which 

was significantly higher than that of the As-polished (0.0079 ± 0.0004) as shown in 

Table.1. This slightly remained ONDs may be possible to reduce the cytocompatibility. 

On the other hands, AAEW treatment significantly removed the ONDs to a greater extent 

than the other treatment, at atomic level (Fig. 16, Table 1). This superior property of Air 

+ AAEW treatment in restoring the atomic characteristics of the titanium surface resulted 

in comparable hBMSC growth characteristics to the As-polished group (Figs. 14-16, 

Table 1). All these data, taken together with the results from the present study seem to 

indicate that the removal of biofilm alone may not be the crucial step in the treatment of 

peri-implantitis. 

 

3) The mechanism of action of AAEW solution for restoring the surface properties 

Mentioned previously the mechanism of the action of ClO- described in “Effects 

of sodium hypochlorite on removal of adsorbed VOCs with polar groups from the aged 

titanium surface”, this theory could be also available to explain the mechanism in this 

section since AAEW contains 487.5 ppm of ClO-. Although the ONDs observed in study 

II is totally different from the VOCs, ClO- of AAEW have a potential to remove the 

ONDs as described in Figure 17B. It means that ONDs can also react with AAEW to 

yield chloramine (reaction 5) and they desorb from the titanium surface as well. 

 

   R－CONH2  +  ClO
－

  → R－CONHCl  +  OH
－

   (5) 

 

Owing to these strong oxidation reaction, it was possible to decompose the ONDs with 

polar groups. ClO- concentration is a major determining factor for the chlorine 

concentration required for the removal of protein (BSA) and acidic polysaccharide 

(pectin) from hard solid surfaces (Al2O3) (Urano & Fukuzaki, 2005). This reports 

indicate that a large number of proteins within ONDs might be decomposed by the action 

of AAEW, as investigated in this study.  
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Conclusions                                        
1. NaOCl-mediated biofunctionalization of titanium surface contributes to a decrease in 

the intensity of the C 1s peak at 288 eV and N 1s peak and an increase in the surface 

hydroxyl groups, coincident with maturing of surface oxide film. The 

biofunctionalization of titanium surface was attributed by the OCl- which has strong 

oxidation effect and has a potential to decompose the VOCs with polar groups. 

Consequently, NaOCl treatment of titanium surface markedly enhanced the adsorption of 

collagen I and the initial behavior of hBMSCs. 

 

2. The study II indicates that following chemical surface treatment with the use of 

AAEW as an adjunctive to air abrasive debridement, a treatment that does not possess 

marked cytotoxicity, showed superior capacity in restoring titanium surface chemical 

properties compared with H2O2, resulting in comparable cytocompatibility towards 

hBMSCs to the As-polished titanium surface. However, further studies are needed to 

evaluate the effects of AAEW treatment on surfaces with varying degrees of roughness. 

Finally, preclinical and clinical studies are mandatory to determine the in-vivo effects of 

Air + AAEW surface treatment before this technique can be used in the clinic. 
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Table and Figures 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CC / CTi (mass%) CN / CTi (mass%)

As-polished 0.506 (±0.189) † 0.0079 (±0.0004) †

Biofilm-contamincated 3.142 (±1.183)§ 0.6476 (±0.1824)§

Air + NaCl 0.328 (±0.023) † 0.0237 (±0.0112) ‡

Air + AAEW 0.307 (±0.100) † 0.0071 (±0.0020) †

Air + H2O2 0.338 (±0.083) † 0.0210 (±0.0054) ‡

Table 1. Relative concentration of carbon and nitrogen to titanium (CC/CTi and CN/CTi).

CC/CTi and CN/CTi were calculated from XPS data. Data shown are the mean ± SD 
(n = 4); measurement values with the same letter revealed no statistically significant 
differences (p< 0.05 for significance). This table was published in Ichioka et al. 
(2020) and reused with permission from the journal. 



Figure. 1 Chemical surface treatments employed in study I. This figure was modified 
from the original figure published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 The 
Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with permission from 
the journal. 
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Figure. 2 Mechanical and chemical surface treatments employed in study II. 

[As-polished]

S. gordonii ATCC 10558T

OD660: 0.5 (0.5× 108 CFU/mL)

The plate were incubated anaerobically at 
37˚C. S. gordonii were growth for 24 hours, 
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hours after the start incubation.
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either in 
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Figure. 3 (A) The image of 4 µl water droplets on the each titanium surface. (B) The
water contact angle was obtained from image analysis of the 4 µl water droplets. Date 
are shown as mean ± SD (n = 5). *Indicate significant difference in comparison with 
Untreated (p< 0.05). This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 
2021 The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with 
permission from the journal. 
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Figure. 4 The amount of adsorbed Collagen I on the each titanium surfaces.
Fluorescence intensity was obtained by measuring the mean gray value of CLSM
images using IMAGE-J software. Data are shown as the mean ± SD (n = 3). *: p<
0.05 for significance. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright
2021 The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with
permission from the journal.



Figure. 5 (A) The relative number of attached hBMSCs 4 hours after seeding on the 
titanium surfaces measured with a hemocytometer. Data are shown as the mean ±
SD (n = 4). *Indicate significant difference in comparison with Untreated (p< 0.05). 
(B) Cell density image (magnification x40) on the titanium surfaces as observed by 
SEM. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 The 
Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with permission 
from the journal. 
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Figure. 6 (A) Fluorescent images of the hBMSCs on the titanium disks. (B) Cytomorphometric
evaluations for the area, Perimeter and Feret’s diameter of the cells. Data are shown as the mean 
± SD (n = 5). *: p< 0.05 for significance. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), 
Copyright 2021 The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with 
permission from the journal.
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Figure. 7 Ti 2p, C 1s and N 1s spectra obtained from the same specimens at before and after 
immersion in deionized water. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 
The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with permission from the 
journal. 
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Name OH(a) OH(b)

As-polished 13.76% 5.05%

Untreated 13.87% 5.18%

H2O-treated 17.67% 5.68%
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Figure. 8 Percent area of hydroxyl groups in O 1s spectra at before and after 
immersion in deionized water. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), 
Copyright 2021 The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused 
with permission from the journal. 
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Figure. 9 Ti 2p, C 1s and N 1s spectra obtained from the same specimens at before and after 
immersion in NaOCl solution. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 
The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with permission from the 
journal. 
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Figure. 10 Percent area of hydroxyl groups in O 1s spectra at before and after immersion in 
NaOCl solution. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 The 
Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with permission from the journal. 
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Figure. 11 (A) Water contact angle was obtained from image analysis of the 4 µl water 
droplets. Date are shown as mean ±SD (n = 3) (B) The variation of relative number of cells 
attached to the titanium surface with the treatment time. Date are shown as mean ±SD (n = 
4). Paired t-test ＊p< 0.05, indicating a significant difference. This figure was published in 
Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices, 
and reused with permission from the journal. 
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Figure 12. Cytotoxicity effects towards hBMSCs and bactericidal effect for S. gordonii. (A) 
Trypan blue test for cytotoxicity towards hBMSCs (n = 4). (B) Bactericidal effects for S. 
gordonii (n = 3). *Indicate significant difference in comparison with NaCl (p< 0.05). This figure 
was published in Ichioka et al. (2020) and reused with permission from the journal. 



Figure 13. Evaluation of biofilm removal from titanium compared with As-polished surface: 
(a) As-polished; (b) Biofilm-contaminated; (c) Air + NaCl; (d) Air + AAEW; (e) Air + H2O2. 
(A) Light microscopy images of As-polished and residual biofilm (RB) areas in different 
groups. (B) SEM images titanium group surfaces. Bar indicates 100 µm, magnification × 500. 
(C) Mean (± SD) RB areas on each titanium surface (n = 4 / group), *p <0.001 vs As-polished 
and each treatment group. The contents in this figure were published in Ichioka et al. (2020) 
and reused with permission from the journal. 
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Figure 13. Evaluation of biofilm removal from titanium compared with As-polished surface: (a) As-polished; (b) 
Biofilm-contaminated; (c) Air + NaCl; (d) Air + AAEW; (e) Air + H2O2. (A) Light microscopy images of As-
polished and residual biofilm (RB) areas in different groups. (B) SEM images titanium group surfaces. Bar 
indicates 100 µm, magnification � 500. (C) Mean (� SD) RB areas on each titanium surface (n = 4 / group), 
*p <0.001 vs As-polished and each treatment group. 
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Figure 14. Initial cell attachment on titanium surfaces: (a) As-polished; (b) Air + NaCl; (c) 
Air + AAEW; (d) Air + H2O2. (A) Number of attached hBMSCs. Bars indicate the mean ±
SD (n = 3). *p< 0.05 (B) SEM images of cell density on each of the conditioned titanium 
surface groups. Bar indicates 500 µm, magnification × 100. This figure was published in 
Ichioka et al. (2020) and reused with permission from the journal. 
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Figure 15. Initial hBMSC spreading after seeding on titanium surfaces: (a) As-polished; (b) Air 
+ NaCl; (c) Air + AAEW; (d) Air + H2O2. (A) Cell morphometric evaluations performed using 
the images. Bars indicate the mean ± SD (n = 25), *p< 0.05 (B) Confocal laser scanning 
microscopy images of hBMSCs. Representative confocal microscopic images of cells dual-
stained with rhodamine phalloidin to identify actin filaments (red) and DAPI for nuclei (blue). 
This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2020) and reused with permission from the journal.



Figure 16. Analysis of surface chemical properties. Ti 2p, C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s spectra obtained 
from each conditioned titanium surface. Peak intensity was evaluated by the height from the 
baseline of each spectrum. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2020) and reused with 
permission from the journal. 
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Figure 16. Analysis of surface chemical properties. Ti 2p, C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s spectra obtained from each 
conditioned titanium surface. Peak intensity was evaluated by the height from the baseline of each spectrum.
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Figure 17. The process for desorption of VOCs or ONDs from the contaminated titanium 
surface. This figure was published in Ichioka et al. (2021), Copyright 2021 The Japanese 
Society for Dental Materials and Devices, and reused with permission from the journal.
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Figure legends 
Figure. 1 Chemical surface treatments employed in study I.  

Figure. 2 Mechanical and chemical surface treatments employed in study II.  

Figure. 3 (A) The image of 4 µl water droplets on the each titanium surface. (B) The water 

contact angle was obtained from image analysis of the 4 µl water droplets. Date are shown as 
mean ± SD (n = 5). *Indicate significant difference in comparison with Untreated (p< 0.05). 

Figure. 4 The amount of adsorbed Collagen I on the each titanium surfaces. 

Fluorescence intensity was obtained by measuring the mean gray value of CLSM images using 

IMAGE-J software. Data are shown as the mean ± SD (n = 3). *: p< 0.05 for significance.  
Figure. 5 (A) The relative number of attached hBMSCs 4 hours after seeding on the titanium 

surfaces measured with a hemocytometer. Data are shown as the mean ± SD (n = 4). *Indicate 
significant difference in comparison with Untreated (p< 0.05). (B) Cell density image 

(magnification x40) on the titanium surfaces as observed by SEM. 

Figure. 6 (A) Fluorescent images of the hBMSCs on the titanium disks. (B) Cytomorphometric 

evaluations for the area, Perimeter and Feret’s diameter of the cells. Data are shown as the mean 

± SD (n = 5). *: p< 0.05 for significance.    

Figure. 7 Ti 2p, C 1s and N 1s spectra obtained from the same specimens at before and after 

immersion in deionized water.  

Figure. 8 Percent area of hydroxyl groups in O 1s spectra at before and after immersion in 

deionized water.  

Figure. 9 Ti 2p, C 1s and N 1s spectra obtained from the same specimens at before and after 

immersion in NaOCl solution.  

Figure. 10 Percent area of hydroxyl groups in O 1s spectra at before and after immersion in 

NaOCl solution.  

Figure. 11 (A) Water contact angle was obtained from image analysis of the 4 ml water droplets. 

Date are shown as mean ±SD (n = 3) (B) The variation of relative number of cells attached to 

the titanium surface with the treatment time. Date are shown as mean ±SD (n = 4). Paired t-test 
�p< 0.05, indicating a significant difference.  

Figure 12. Cytotoxicity effects towards hBMSCs and bactericidal effect for S. gordonii. (A) 

Trypan blue test for cytotoxicity towards hBMSCs (n = 4). (B) Bactericidal effects for S. 

gordonii (n = 3). *Indicate significant difference in comparison with NaCl (p< 0.05).  

Figure 13. Evaluation of biofilm removal from titanium compared with As-polished surface: 

(a) As-polished; (b) Biofilm-contaminated; (c) Air + NaCl; (d) Air + AAEW; (e) Air + H2O2. 
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(A) Light microscopy images of As-polished and residual biofilm (RB) areas in different groups. 

(B) SEM images titanium group surfaces. Bar indicates 100 µm, magnification × 500. (C) Mean 

(± SD) RB areas on each titanium surface (n = 4 / group), *p <0.001 vs As-polished and each 

treatment group.  

Figure 14. Initial cell attachment on titanium surfaces: (a) As-polished; (b) Air + NaCl; (c) Air 

+ AAEW; (d) Air + H2O2. (A) Number of attached hBMSCs. Bars indicate the mean ± SD (n = 

3). *p< 0.05 (B) SEM images of cell density on each of the conditioned titanium surface groups. 

Bar indicates 500 µm, magnification × 100.  

Figure 15. Initial hBMSC spreading after seeding on titanium surfaces: (a) As-polished; (b) Air 

+ NaCl; (c) Air + AAEW; (d) Air + H2O2. (A) Cell morphometric evaluations performed using 

the images. Bars indicate the mean ± SD (n = 25), *p< 0.05 (B) Confocal laser scanning 

microscopy images of hBMSCs. Representative confocal microscopic images of cells dual-

stained with rhodamine phalloidin to identify actin filaments (red) and DAPI for nuclei (blue).  

Figure 16. Analysis of surface chemical properties. Ti 2p, C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s spectra obtained 

from each conditioned titanium surface. Peak intensity was evaluated by the height from the 

baseline of each spectrum. 

Figure 17. The process for desorption of VOCs or ONDs from the contaminated titanium 

surface. 

 

 

 


